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Properties of Gases 
Track 8 – Disc 2 

 
Intro 
The properties of gases 
Go tell it to the masses 
 
Chorus  
The properties of gases 
The properties of gases 
Go tell it to the masses 
The properties of gases 
(Repeat) 
 
Verse 1 
First property of gas is 
It’s always expanding 
Same gas up in your classroom  
Could fill up Manhattan 
If it filled up Manhattan  
It can cover the planet 
Gas fits in containers  
So contain it or that’s it 
Second rule of gas is  
It’s easily compressed 
So five liters of oxygen  
Fits easily in my chest 
The best way to express  
What I’m trying to say  
The gas in your helium tank  
At your birthday can fill the hallway 
And yes, gas can look any way 
That’s cause gas never has a shape 
And that liquid can become a gas  
If it evaporates 
We use gases everyday 
Not just planes, trains, or cars 
The hydrogen found in your water  
Same hydrogen they found in stars 
In a lab I found in jars 
Gases in a mixture 
Some mixtures used in lights 
Some mixtures make cars go quicker 
Some go well like friendly sisters  
Some belong apart 
Ask your teacher for gold stickers  
If you know this verse by heart 
 
Repeat Chorus 
 

Verse 2 
Let me start at the beginning  
And explain to everybody 
What I mean by saying property 
A synonym is  
Traits, ways, characteristics 
Even simply put it’s the activity 
A gas is not a solid mass or a liquid that 
Can pour into a glass or a combination 
It’s a state of matter  
Where the volume and the shape 
Of the particles have no definition 
Leave a liquid out for too long  
It goes through a process of evaporation 
Turning it into a gas like the particles 
Involved inhaling and in exhalation 
It can even cause a smell like  
What happens to petroleum vapors  
At an Arco station 
And don’t laugh  
But everybody passes gas  
When they have a bad case  
Of flatulation 
You can look up at a periodic table  
And get every name and label  
Of the gases so you’re able 
To determine if they’re noble  
Or they’re halogen 
Or better yet a nonmetal gas like 
Nitrogen and hydrogen and oxygen 
Pardon me, I had to breathe again 
Toni Braxton 
Even after my last breath, in death 
My gas still moves in the world 
Mike Jackson! 
 
Repeat Chorus 
 
Outro 
Yeah, uh, MindMuzic 
Uh, yeah 
Properties of gases 
Yeah, uh, you know what it is man 
 


